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Arizona Quotes 
 
Arizona Head Coach Niya Butts 
“Obviously it was a good win, a good feeling. I think this was the most complete game we’ve 
played all season. We had 40 minutes of solid defense, and good offense scoring 90 points for 
the first time since last season. Everyone did a great job, and we needed it. The kids needed it, 
we as coaches needed it, and the fans needed it.” 
 
“It was fight to win, or fold and die, and we came out to win it, so I didn’t mind some of the more 
physical calls in the paint. I hope we can carry this feeling into Sunday.” 

“Erin Butler was lights out for the first 10 minutes. I didn’t have a problem with her shooting 
threes but we needed defensive stops from her more. In the second 10 minutes of the first half, 
she really settled in and made some defensive plays. She boxed out, got tangled up, and kept 
some balls alive so we could run the clock. She didn’t have a huge second half because of foul 
trouble but she was physical, and it was good to see.” 

“In the locker room, I talked to Lindsay Fearing, asked her why she didn’t shoot when we were 
calling for her to, and she told me, Cheylene (Harper) was open. That’s why we had 29 assists 
on 34 shots and you can’t argue with that.” 

“Having the extra day is probably good for us, because the way we ran tonight is the way we 
want to run against Washington on Sunday. We’re going to rest our legs, take this win, and get 
ready for the next game.” 

Junior Guard Davellyn Whyte 
“We just put everything we’d been working on in practice together, especially our rebounding, 
and just came out running.” 

“Erin Butler always plays like that in practice; we’ve just been waiting for her to come out in the 
game. We just kept feeding her the ball and she kept shooting.” 

“Rebounding, running in transition and getting those baskets was key for us. Coach Darling 
worked really hard with us this week because we didn’t rebound and run in transition as well the 
last time we played Washington State.” 
 
Freshman Guard Erin Butler 
“I just came out ready. I wanted to do well, and it feels good to shoot like I did. The win was very 
important for all of us tonight. We needed it for our confidence.” 


